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A n III C o n c e i v e d A c t i o n
The stupidity of the ill conceived and

Intelligence Unit raided a series of

Almost nine months after Sept. 11, U.S.

nasty steps taken by the U.S.

banks, hauling away more than 100,000

and European law enforcement

administration in freezing the accounts

pages of documents and freezing nearly

authorities maintain close cooperation

of organisations and persons suspected

$200 million in assets.

in trying to ferret out terror-connected

of links with Osama Bin Laden or A l Qaeda has caused unnecessary
confusion in the world financial circles.

The money, officials said at the time,
was controlled by people suspected of
links to AI Barakaat, a Somali-owned

money and suspects. But there is
increasing concern in Europe that many
of these probes will face a hard
reckoning, because prosecutors

One glaring example of an obvious

money-transfer service that President

abuse of power was when the U.S.

George w: Bush had publicly identified

administration targeted the Somali

as a financial backer of Osama bin

organisation - A I Barakaat on the

Laden's Al-Qaeda network.

The Luxembourg funds "were unfrozen

ground that it provided £25 million a

The sweep, conducted in response to

because no direct link with terrorism

eventually must go to Court with proof
that terrorists received funds.

could be established, at least as far as

T h e r e is g r o w i n g e v i d e n c e t h a t t h e s t e p s t a k e n
by U S a d m i n i s t r a t i o n i n f r e e z i n g a c c o u n t s h a d

"In order to maintain a freezing order

no justification. Its actions should t h e r e f o r e b e

of assets, and I think it is exactly the
same in the United States, you have to

scrapped unless t h e y have i n c o n v e r t i b l e p r o o f t o

give evidence in court."

support their supposition.

A spokeswoman for the U.S. Treasury
declined to discuss the department's

year to Osama bin Laden's terrorist

the U.S. announcement, blocked more

group in the form of cash and weapons.

allegedly tainted money than all other

According to senior US officials this

such actions worldwide, according to

information came from a single source

Carlos Zeyen, the judge who heads the

and relied upon. Relying on this

intelligence unit.

information, A I Barakaat's assets were
frozen and many depositors refused
access to their funds. This action caused
widespread unemployment, at least 700
people lost their jobs, and the economy
and many businesses adversely affected.

stated".

supposition of links to AI Barakaat,

were also questions about the ability to

which has denied any connection to

prove any terrorist link in court. .

terrorists. And U.S. officials never
listed the Luxembourg action on public

and individuals has been blocked
worldwide. About $34 million of that

Luxembourg challenging the freeze, the

million in Europe."

money was quietly released. The
examine the documents it seized -"The

investigation of banks allegedly tainted

investigation continues," Zeyen said

with terrorism links exposed such

during an interview at his office -but it

practices. It said; "Last December,

has not produced a prosecutable case.

officials from Luxembourg's Financial

Rabi-ul-Thani

$116 million belonging to 210 entities

sum is in the United States and $35

Financial Intelligence Unit continues to

June 2 0 0 2

According to the Treasury Department,

So in April, following a court action in

The Washington post reporting on the

New Horizon

about the suspected connections
between holders of the accounts, whose
confidential, and A I Barakaat. There

funding of terrorism.

to Bin Laden may have been over

official said it was founded on doubts

names Luxembourg has kept

that "the evidence of A I Barakaat's
and the significance of this indirect link

freezing of the accounts. But one U.S.

months did not bear out the initial

statements about efforts to block

backing for terrorism is more tenuous...

reluctance to trumpet Luxembourg's

But an investigation over the following

Recently, U.S. officials have revealed

2

Luxembourg is concerned," Zeyen said.

1423

There is growing evidence that the
steps taken by US administration in
freezing accounts had no justification.
Its actions should therefore be scrapped
unless they have inconvertible proof to
support their supposition.
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Credit Cards F r o m
a Shariah Perspective
Dr. Abdin A. Salama
Credit cards as used today in most
cases contradict with Islamic
Shariah principles. A conventional
credit card charges interest on
outstanding balances and allows the
credit card holder to go on
borrowing as long as he is within his
credit limit. When the customer uses
the credit card heyond the limit, he
is allowed a grace period during
which he will not pay interest. After
the grace period interest is imposed
on the outstanding balance resulting
in huge indebtedness.
When the credit card imposes interest
on delay in payment, it will not comply
with Shariah requirements. To make
credit cards Shariah compliant is a hard
task, which needs cooperation between
international credit card issuers such as
Visa & Master Card and Islamic
financial institutions in order to design
credit cards that are Shariah compliant.

International Operating Regulations

credit card acceptor can be the agent of

specify the common rules with which

the credit card issuer. The credit card

members must comply when operating

acceptor will according to this

and participating in its products, unless

relationship enter into a sale agreement

the International Board specifically

with the credit card issuer and then sell

grants a variance. Regional, National,

such goods to the credit card holder on

or Group Member Operating

a deferred payment basis as Bie Aagil,

Regulations may in some cases, modify

whereby the credit card holder will

these rules.2 Article 1.2.c.3.a clearly

choose the period when he will repay

indicates that Rules for Domestic

and accordingly the mark up will be

Transactions may supersede those for

determined. Such deals with modern

International Transactions,

facilities may not be difficult to execute

Authorizations, Clearing, Settlement,

in very short time.

Chargeback, and Retrieval Requests, i f
it meets all the conditions specified in

f

the article.

Structuring an Islamic Credit Card
To design credit cards that are Shariah
compliant we need to analyze the
different relationships that exist within
such cards and how such relationships
can be acceptable to Shariah boards.

4. The relationship between the credit

Already such cooperation exists

1. The relationship between the

card holder and the party accepting the

whereby each bank is given the

organization sponsoring the credit card

credit card may be that of a buyer and

freedom to impose its own conditions

and the bank issuing the credit card

seller. The credit card holder will be the

on its customer within the general

need further studies. A n Islamic bank

buyer, the credit card acceptor will be

conditions of cards issued by such

through this organization can use a card

the seller, and the credit card issuer will

international credit card issuers. The

that is internationally acceptable while

act as the seller's agent. The credit card

Visa International By-Laws and

at the same time compliant with Islamic

issuer will collect the debt from the

Regional Board delegation for example

Shariah.

credit card holder but this will raise a

specifies the common rules with which
the members must comply with but
such a board can grant a variance. Visa
U.S.A and Visa Canada have separate
by-laws governing their members.
In addition, the Visa International Bye
laws and Regional Board Delegations
delegate certain authority to the
Regional Boards. 1 The Visa

Shariah issue, which needs to be

2. The second relationship is that

resolved as the credit card issuer

between the credit card issuer and the

deducts the debt from the party

credit card acceptor, here the issuer of
the credit card can act as a guarantor, an
obligor or a debtor to the party
accepting the credit card.

accepting the credit card on a deferred
basis and will pay the credit card
acceptor upfront. It may be
unacceptable from Shariah view, as the

3. The credit card issuer and the party

agent shall pay the principle after he

accepting the credit card can enter into

collects the debt. A similar problem

an agency relationship whereby the

related with agency relationship is that

N e w H o r i z o n June 2002
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in case the cardholder defaults then the

perform all the banking services under

a bank branch except when deduction

credit card issuer as agent shall not

this Mosharka agreement. The credit

of fees are in lieu of actual costs when

incur all payments. These issues need

card acceptor and the credit card issuer

withdrawal takes place at a bank or

solution i f such agency relationship is

will share profits according to the

country different from that of the

to be established.

Mosharka agreement. However, this

credit card holder.

5. It is possible that the credit card
issuer will enter into a purchase
contract with the party accepting the

proposal may encounter many problems
and cannot be easily applied on the
international level.

10. ALRajhi for example offers visa
cardholders a grace period between 20
to 50 days to draw on their credit cards

credit card. The credit card holder will

8. Some Islamic banks use the

without interest and within the limit

act as agent who buys from the credit

Modaraba model as a method whereby

determined for visa cardholders. It

card acceptor, and then the credit card

the client will open a Modaraba account

deducts the outstanding debt on the

issuer will enter into a sale contract

invested by the bank. The bank will

15th of each Gregorian month. On this

allow customers to use credit cards

date visa, cardholders must have

without imposing issuance fees and

enough balances in their current

allows them to withdraw their accounts

accounts to cover such outstanding

within the limit of their Modaraba

loans. I f the visa cardholder defaults,

accounts on interest free basis.

ALRajhi cannot impose any interest on

with holders of the credit cards.
6. The credit card issuer will pay the
credit card acceptor the value of goods
in advance in return that it will collect

the outstanding borrowings. The

To make credit cards Shariah compliant is a

Shariah Board of ALRajhi rejected a
proposal by the company to impose

hard task, which needs cooperation between

penalties on such defaulters. Other

international credit card issuers such as Visa

that they allow imposing a penalty on

& Master C a r d and Islamic financial

Shariah boards take a different view in
those who default and allocate those
penalties to charities.

institutions in order to design credit cards
that are Shariah compliant.

11. To avoid payment of interest on
such borrowings Visa cardholders are
not allowed drawing cash through their

the debt from the credit card holder
later i.e. it will bear the debt created by
the credit card holder. The credit card
issuer in this relationship will act as the
guarantor, and the issue here will be
whether he is entitled to charge fees as
a guarantor or not.

visa cards from banks other than
9. Some Islamic banks allow customers

ALRajhi.

to use cards by imposing fees on a
fixed or on a percentage basis. Fees

12. The services rendered to the credit

take place when the credit card is

card holders by the credit card issuers

issued, renewed and when the credit

may either be halal and acceptable by

card holder withdraws cash from the

Shariah and the credit card holders may

ATM machines. Fees may be deducted

benefit from such services. I f the

7. A proposal that need further

as well from the credit card acceptor at

services are not permissible by Islamic

consideration is a based on Mosharka.

the POS. Such fees are justified from

Shariah , the credit card holder then

According to this proposal the credit

the Shariah view in return of the

should not use the credit card for

card issuer and the credit card acceptor

services actually provided by such

obtaining such services. Islamic banks

will enter into a Mosharka agreement.

cards. The Shariah Board of AlRajhi

issuing those cards prohibit the credit

The credit card issuer will provide

stated that fees deducted should not

card holders from buying through the

finance to the credit card acceptor and

exceed actual cost incurred at the ATM

credit cards goods and services

the credit card holder will buy on a

machines. The Shariah Board of

prohibited by Shariah. Buying gold by

deferred payment from the credit card

AlRajhi did not allow deduction of fees

credit card is not permissible for some

acceptor. The credit card issuer will

when cash is withdrawn manually from

Sharia boards while allowed by others.

4
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SHAMIL B A N K L O G O MARKS A N E W
A P P R O A C H T O ISLAMIC B A N K I N G
Those who do not allow buying gold by
credit card base their arguments on that

Shamil Bank has unveiled its new

deduction of gold purchases from the

brand logo, which it says marks a new

customers' account takes place on a

approach to Islamic banking.

deferred basis while payment of

The new logo - a green 'S' set in a

purchase of gold and silver should take

honeycomb pattern is inspired by a

place on spot basis. Those who allow

passage from the Quran which reflects

buying gold by credit card consider the

on the life of a honeybee and alms to

Shamil Bank

' ^ W ^

The logo also carries the bank's name
in English and Arabic, and the bee
reference comes from the passage
SuraAl Nahl: 68 and 69.

receipt signed by the credit card holder

make an example of the "Industrious"

is enough evidence of spot payment.

creature's way of life.

To accompany the launch a range of

13. To conclude credit cards need deep

"We are very excited about our new

electronic delivery systems will be

studies from many angles i f such cards

image," said Shamll Bank chief

Implemented.

are to be Shariah compliant. Islamic

executive D r Said Sa'ad Al Martan.

bankers and Shariah scholars will

"Not just because of the actual look,

provide a good vehicle of finance i f

which is strong and dynamic, but

they can find a credit card that is

because of what It represents.

Shariah compliant and acceptable

"Shamil Bank Is turning a corner and

internationally.

aggressively seeking ways to

These Include Shamil Net-link, Shamil
SMS-link and Shamil phone-banking
and D r Al Martan hopes they will
combine well with the bank's Islamic
philosophy.
"In essence we are weaving together

MefereHces: -

demonstrate to our clients and

Abdel Rahman A I Higi"Credit Cams"

investors that we are the new face of

unpublished Arabic work

Islamic banking."

the traditional values that are the
strength of Islamic banks and
contemporary commercial viability,"

Dr. Muhammad Sand Al ()saimi"piasiic

he said.

Cards: history, lypes, Definitions,
Description, Advantages arid
Disadvantages" Arabic forthcoming.
Dr.Abdel Wahab .AbuSuleiraan"The

POSTGRADUATE DIPLOMA

Financial Traosaction Cards:Juridical

IN I S L A M I C B A N K I N G

AnMytical Comparative Study" Arabic,

AND INSURANCE

presented l b the lOth session of the
Figh Council.

• Top quality distance learning

The author is a Senior Aiviscsr
Internationa I Melatlons & Investinent
Group at Alrajhi lanklng &
ln?estinent Corporation

• Open course
• Course contents: Islamic economics, Islamic banking,
Islamic products and investments,Takaful (Islamic insurance)
• Free one year subscription to New Horizon.

For further informatior) please contact
The Course Coordinator
The Institute of Islamic Banking & Insurance
16 Grosevnor Crescent London S W I X 7EP

Email: dipioma@islamic-banking.com
Tel: 44 020 7245 0404
Fax: 44 020 7245 9769
www.islamic-faanking.com
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C O R P O R A T E PROFILE

Financial Trends

ISLAMIC D E V E L O P M E N T BANK

Foreign Exchange Rate
25 March 2 0 0 1 :
1 Islamic Dinar (ID) = 1 SDR
1 SDR = 1.269 USD

Financial & Business Analysis
For year to 25 Marcli 2001 (1421H)

"A productive year, withi total financing approvals of
US$2.6 billion, up over 40% from previous year"

Approved Project Financings

Ownerstiip and Legal Status

The Islamic Development Bank is an international financial institution established in
December 1993 with the purpose of fostering economic development and social
progress of member countries and Muslim communities in accordance with Shari'a
law.
The Bank participates In equity capital and grant loans, provides financial assistance
for economic and social development and operates special funds for specific
purposes. Subscribed capital is 4 billion Islamic Dinars. The principal office is in
Jeddah, with three regional offices in Rabat, Morocco; Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia and
Almaty, Kazakhstan. At year-end, 53 countries were members.
The Year in Brief

Net Income for the year was IDS.65 million or 7.8% higher at ID77.65 million
(US$98.54 million) (2000/1420H: ID72 million). Members' Funds increased by ID154
million or 4.41% to ID3.65 billion (US$4.63 billion) (2000/1420H: ID3.496 billion).
Project approvals from ordinary capital resources increased by 29% from ID1.22
billion In 2000 to ID1.57 billion.
Of the total ID1.57 billion approved for operations financing, ID0.64 billion was for
Ordinary Project Operations and ID0.93 billion for Import Trade Financing Operations.
Total repayments amounted to ID620 million (2000/1420H: ID37S million) of which
ID494 million was for foreign trade and ID126 million was for ordinary operations. At
year-end, overdue amounts (after re-scheduling) totalled ID114 million.
At year-end, total liquid funds of ID1.43 billion were placed in international financial
markets and in IDB member countries. Of this total, ID1.105 billion was placed in
Shari'a compatible Investments, ID292 million was placed in deposit, call and current
accounts, ID26.94 million with the central banks of member countries and ID9.6
million in lease participation pools. The net return on Shari'a placements was 5.2%.
Total expenses and provisions were ID5.0 million or 7.35% higher at ID73 million
(2000/1420H: ID68 million). Of this total, staff and administrative expenses were
ID3.5 million or 8.64% higher at ID44.00 million (2000/1420H: ID40.5 million).
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Business Highlights

Financing operations are divided into three broad categories: (i) Project
financing and technical assistance operations; (11) trade financing operations
and (ill) Waqf fund operations. However, the IDB has taken a number of
initiatives to expand its operational base to include the private sector, such
as the Islamic Corporation for Private Sector Development and the
Infrastructure Fund.
Total approvals for project financing, technical assistance, Waqf fund and
trade financing amounted to ID1.97 billion (2000/1420H: ID1.4 billion).
Global approvals comprised 82 projects worth about ID630 million and thirty
technical assistance operations totalling ID9.84 million. (2000/1420H: ID723
million for 112 operations). Forty countries benefited from these financings
(including one non-member country and excluding regional organisations).
(2000/1420H: 43). Of these, 18 were least developed member countries.
-> 47 special operations total ID10.51 million were financed from the Waqf fund
(2000/1420H: 58 total ID22.36 million).
115 trade financing operations totalling ID1.324 billion were approved
(2000/1420H: 59 operations totalling ID644 million) - nearly a two-fold
Increase. Such operations include (a) import trade financing operations, (b)
operations from the export financing scheme, (c) financings by the Islamic
Banks Portfolio for Investment and Development and (d) trade financed by
the Unit Investment Fund.
—> Improvements to the IDE's operations policies and procedures included
those relating to (i) enhancing the competitiveness of the Bank's financing;
(11) reducing cancellations; (ill) ensuring quality at entry (and paying more
attention to projects in the pipeline); (iv) increasing the rate of disbursements
(and thus increased pace of project implementation) and (v) improving the
follow-up and supervision of projects in the field.
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ISLAMIC F I N A N C I A L M A R K E T INDICES

T i l I s l a m i c E q u i t y Funds
W e e l < l y N e t A s s e t Values ( N A V )
Date

Ibn
Majid

Al
Al
khawarizmi Buklia

May.02
Apr.-02
Mar.02
Feb.02
Jan.02
Dec.OI
Nov.-OI
Aug.-OI
Sep-OI
Aug-OI
Jul-OI

10.6
10.81
10.67
9.95
9.59
9.15
8.89
8.92
7.5!
8.88
8.88

10.73
10.73
10.24
10.38
9.85
9.69
9.74
9.98
11.03
9.5
9.5

D.J1M-C,AN ((MCAh-l)

743.46
750.17
811.03
787.13
799.9
824.2!
823.26
798.25
743.96
798.25
863.33

••

!5i:e 1

DJiM Euro
DJIM Pacific (IMAP)

—• DJIM Japan
DJIM ( C U M )
- - OJIM-US (IMUS)
CXHM-TECH(.lf4TEC

'J-

#

J'

.f>' >

^ ,0" ,#

T i l I s l a m i c E q u i t y Funds
M o n t h l y N e t A s s e t Values ( N A V )
Date

31 May.02
30 Apr. 02
3!-Mar.02
28-Feb.-02
31-Jan.02
27-Dec.-0l
I8-Dec.-0I
4-Dec.-0l
27-Nov-OI
27-Nov-OI
20-Nov-OI
13-Nov-OI
06-Nov-OI
06-Nov-OI
30-Oct-OI
23-Oa-OI
16-Oct-OI
09-Oct-OI
02-Oct-OI

World
Equities

Eastern
Europe
Equities

European
Equities

90.07
89.94
95.98
92.3!
93.01
95.98
97.15
96.69
99.61
99.61
99.77
96.03
95.91
95.91
92.58
92,21
9265
91.04
8697

99.18
101.15
97.46
89.29
88.86
82.61
80.56
80.13
80
80
77,45
75.7
7211
72.11
70.9
68.81
6821
64.58
63.56

105.19
107.62
108.98
1062
103.44
106.12
107.05
104.77
106.53
106.53
10729
105.6
105.38
105.38
105.09
103.77
104.15
104.75
100.98

Date

Til
Small-Cap

3l-May-02
30 Apr. 02
3l-Mar.-02
26-Feb.02
I9-Feb.02
5-Feb.02
29-Jan-02
8-Jan-02
2-jan.-0l
27-Dec.-0l
l8-Dec.-00
ll-D ec .-OI
27-Nov-OI
20-Nov-OI
13-Nov-OI
06-Nov-OI
06-Nov-OI
30-Oct-OI

12.32
12.16
12.03
11.68
11.83
12.10
12.07
12.79
12.37
12.11
12.4
12.53
I2.4S
12.54
12.13
12.09
12.09
12.03

FTSE Islamic Indices

OG

I

00

-]

3iji2,f0i

X

^3mm

imMQi

a^x^m

iiionoi

om^i^2

I 9 . ' 0 3 ; G 2 oiffi4/02 i4,f04iTj2 ; 7 . 0 4 ]

Date

Til
USD 1

Til
KD 1

Til S/Term
Sterling

May.02
Apr.-02
Mar.02
l^b.02
Jan.02
Dec.-0l
Nov-OI
Aug-OI
Sep-OI
Aug-OI
Jul-OI
Jun-OI

1534.3614000
1532.6367000
1530.5312000
1528.8109000
1526.9015000
1525.1849000
1523.5338000
1514.3593000
1517.9591000
1514.3593000
1510.4538000
1506.3701000

1668.4124000
1665.3308000
1661.5721000
1658.5000000
1655.0998000
1652.0426000
1649.1039000
1635.0831000
1639.9265000
1635.0831000
1629.8857000
1624.7051000

1565.9730000
1561.9253000
1556.8430000
1552.9670000
1548.5082000
1544.5056000
1523.5338000
1523.0959000
1528.5176000
1523.0959000
15174173000
1511.5615000
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T h e Role of Central Banks In Islamic Banking
Prof. Iraj Toutounchian
Prof. C. G. Harcourt:

Primary assertions are those, which can

neither be proved nor refuted by use of

"...ideologies...affect the topics

directly be used to reach the final

scientific tools of analysis. It is a value

discussed, the manner of discussion, the

conclusion of this paper. Secondary

judgement. In evaluating an economic

factors included or left out or

assertions are key issues to be used, one

system, economists are supposed to

inadequately stressed in arguments,

way or another, to lead one to the

take it for granted.

comments, and models and attitudes

problems in implementing Islamic

shown, sympathetic or hostile,...to past

Banking. These two types of assertions,

and contemporary economists' works

however, constitute separable sets.

and views. "

Based upon the fact that the primary
function of banks is to deal with

C e n t r a l bank's task is to
instruct Islamic banks to

"money", one cannot speak about "

give priority to those

banking" without referring to money.

projects, which a r e m o r e

Hence, it seems a "must" to understand

compatible with t h e

money first. Otherwise many Missinterpretations may arise as the result.

country's e c o n o m i c plan.

Interest and profit, although being clear
concepts, have been subjected to many
Based upon above statement it can be

misunderstandings. To be sure, let me

argued that there are a lot of differences

make them clear at the outset. Interest

between Islamic and conventional

and profit are rewards to money and

banking systems both at micro and

capital investment, respectively. In

macro levels. These differences are in

other words, capital investment

approach, in concepts, and in the

produces profits and money produces

resulting behaviour.

interest. Furthermore, it has constantly
and mistakenly written and quoted by

My presentation is based upon the
following primary and secondary
assertions, which are the result of 27
papers and 3 books. The last book:

some writers that the price of money is
1 (unity). One is the exchange rate of
money with itself; but the price of
money is interest (rate).

"Comparative Money and Banking in

Assertions:
1. In economics we are basically
dealing with two inter-related concepts;
one is legal (or conventional) concept
and the other is real concept. To
distinguish one from another, one does
not need to focus on the physical
features of each one. All contractual
agreements like marriage, ownership,
organizational hierarchy, money,
interest, and the like fall into the first
category; while human beings,
commodities, buildings, amenity, and

Capitalistic and Islamic Systems", in

Some of my findings about the nature

the like are included in the second

856 pages, has been recognized in

and role of profits closely correspond to

category. Each one of these two

February 2002 in Iran as "The

those of Prof. Adrian Wood in his

concepts is able to produce the other or

Economic Book of The Year". These

seminal book " A Theory of Profits ".

be transformed into itself. Let us call

assertions and the final conclusion may

With the abolishment of interest (as it

these two properties " Completeness"

seem rather unorthodox, but they are

has in Islamic school of economic

and " Reflexivity", respectively. Hence,

the product of their own logical

thought), the L M curve loses its total

money itself being a legal concept is

reasoning. The essence of my paper is

validity and becomes redundant and

capable to producing another legal

thus nothing but one of the logical

useless.

concept (actually its derivative) called

consequences, among others, of the
following assertions everybody is able
to derive.
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2. Money as a potential capital is a

therefore, the rate of profit defined as

cost (RC), will coincide. This brings the

legal (conventional) concept capable of

the ratio of profit to the value of capital,

quotient to unity. A n implication of this

being transformed into actual capital. A

underestimates the true rate of profit.

is that in a world with perfect markets

simple example would be Mudarabah
contract, among others, in which as
soon as one person's money is legally
combined with another person's labour
force, the nature and the function of
money is changed into capital. Given
that in an Islamic framework there is no
reward to money lending (i.e. interest
being zero) yet capital (i.e. money's
transformed version) is eligible for part
of the profit earned.

valuing the firm would be easy; i.e. we

4. Based upon J. M . Keynes' criticism

could read the economic value of the

on the classical economists inability to

firm off the current balance sheet. Risk

recognize speculative demand for
money in the presence of interest (rate),
it can easily be shown that interest is
both necessary and sufficient condition
for speculation. In other words, there is
a two-way relationship between interest
and speculation. It is probably for this

to Islamic banks are the major source of

he was much concerned about. That is,

transforming money deposits of

whenever a commodity is speculated

individuals and firms into capital (or

upon a specific rate of interest would

asset). Any type of financing under any

emerge. With the abolishment of

modes of contract by these banks will

interest, speculative motive of the

"natural" and hence permissible in
Islam. However, impermissibility of
artificial risk may be grounded upon the
fact that any income received by
excess demand for goods and services

commodities rates of interest in
addition to money rate of interest that

investment. It can be considered

speculator will eventually bring about

reason that he has also recognized

3. Various modes of contract available

is essentially interwoven with

(without the speculator having any
share in productive activities). This
excess demand, in turn, becomes the
main source of inflation.
Let me conclude discussing about this
assertion by citing two statements
correctly made by Prof. Gardner

essentially increase the value of the

demand for money, logically derived

asset of the economy. However, some

from interest, would disappear.

modes of contract like Musharakah and

Speculation, which necessarily entails

instalment sales (originated by firms)

artificial risk in any market, be it in

increase the productive capacity of the

money, bond, gold, commodities and

economy. Any positive change in the

the like, is not permissible in an Islamic

firm's asset values (rather than their

setting. A l l of these can safely be taken

capital values which is by itself a vague

under the heading of "gambling".

Ackley:
a) "Speculation - i f mistaken - tends
ultimately to be self -correcting in any
commodity market. "
b) " ...the real cause of unemployment
is speculative demand for money".

concept responsible for some
obscurities) can be called "
investment". Following this practice it

In t h e absence of interest, m o n e y marl<et and

is easy to calculate, rather than to

speculation, and all m o n e t a r y policy tools used in

estimate, the amount of investment,
which has taken place in an economy
during one specific year with relatively

conventional banking, would lose their validity in
Islamic banking.

high precision. This can be done by
reading the asset values off the current
balance sheets, firms submit to tax

A corollary to the above assertion is

5. The natural consequence of

authorities. By putting asset values,

that with the disappearance of bond

elimination of interest, as said earlier, is

instead of capital, into the production

market stocks are expected to be

the elimination of money market.

function, not only it becomes more

exchanged in an Islamic stock market

Hence, the major motive to use money

precise, but also meaningful. Firms' rate

based upon their book values. In terms

is for transaction purposes, which

of profit is, hence, logically defined as

of Tobin's Q this quotient is supposed

underlies the structure of ordinary

the ratio of profit to their assets. Since

to be close to unity (one). It is because

demand and supply schedules for goods

the value of firms' assets is normally

in a world with perfect markets,

and services. Furthermore, based upon

greater than their value of capital.

economic value (EV) and replacement

the logical statement that "the
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speculative motive is derived from

useful in cases where different risks are

sector), seems appropriate to be

money's use as an asset, as a store of

involved. To prepare a list of different

classified as "Impure Public Good" in

value", money can no longer possess

risks involved in various investment

an Islamic state. For the sake of brevity

the "store of value function" in an

projects is another important task of a

some properties of (impure) public

Islamic framework.

central bank.

goods which also applies to money, in

In the absence of interest, money

6. Western economists have always and

market and speculation, and all

justifiably been worried about

monetary policy tools used in

unnecessary expansion of money

conventional banking, would lose their

supply the volume of which is hard to

validity in Islamic banking. Let us call

control by central banks. This is due to

the policy followed in this new setting

the fact that considerable portion of it

"Financial Policy". The unique and

(very difficult to determine i f not
impossible due to uncertainties

The role of the central

involved in interest rates) goes to
money whirlpool. This is probably the

bank in determining arrays

reason Prof. Milton Friedman in his

of internal Rates of Return

paper addressing the problem of

(IRR) for different sectors

stabilization policy has advocated the

and various activities is

Required Reserve Ratio (RRR) to be
raised to one hundred percent. It is clear

this setting, will be outlined as follows:
a) Non-existence of money market.
b) Elimination of speculation.
c) Demand for it can be constructed by
vertical summation of individual
demands.
d) Externality of money can be derived
from its capability of becoming actual
capital; hence, government's (i.e.
central bank's) intervention.
Furthermore, it benefits each person
simultaneously and is thus equally
available to each person. Simultaneous
benefit is not a "must" for a "thing" to
be pubhc. A good example is highway.

highly valuable in

that such a banking, i f possible, would

Highways do not generate simultaneous

channelling resources into

lose its own entity and merely becomes

benefit to all individuals; they are

safe-deposit office. I f Islamic banks are

equally available to all individuals.

prohibited to lend on interest

Non-exclusion principle also applies

nonetheless different modes of contract,

here. Additional individuals looking for

powerful tool of financial policy is to

as mentioned earlier, are available to

money may be added at zero marginal

determine the share of profit relative to

them to finance specific needs of both

cost.

that of capital for all investment

firms and individuals upon their proper

e) Indivisibility of money refers to its

projects submitted to Islamic banks.

requests. I f constant and effective

purchasing power and not its physical

This is probably the most important

supervision is conducted on a random

character.

role a central bank can play in an

basis by the central bank the chances

f) Its velocity is greater than unity

Islamic banking. There are many

are very slim a money market, which

implying that one is not supposed to

factors underlying the determination of

could be outlawed, to be developed. So

"capture" it as opposed to the case of

this share, especially in the face of

the kernel of Islamic banking is Profit

private good whose velocity is unity

natural risk.

and Loss Sharing (PLS). By preparing

implying that it can be "captured".

proper projects

accurate information and making them
This share i f effectively used would
make bank's sources of finance

available to the general public, central
bank in Islamic banking system would

properly channelled into asset building
processes without worrying about
money whirlpool to emerge. To

be able to provide symmetric
information and prevent moral hazard,
to a great extent.

determine equilibrium in this market

A caveat is in order here. Money has
two distinct attributes; one at micro and
the other at a macro level. At the micro
level, it is part of the asset of an
individual possessing it. But at macro
level it cannot be added to the assets of

the relative profit rate of the Islamic

7. Money's inability to be a tradable

the economy. To count money as wealth

bank (call it financier) to that of the

entity and its production and volume

(or asset) of a nation will lead one to

investor (call it the financee) can be

being closely watched by the central

commit both fallacy of composition and

constructed. This rate is especially

bank (which is apart of the public

double counting problem. This property
of money may be the only one that

10
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makes it distinct from other "public

economy. However in the absence of

goods". This could probably be the

interest, projects compete with each

have been confirmed by Islamic bank's

consequence of money being the

other to obtain finance from Islamic

qualified personnel, projects become

medium of exchange.

bank on the basis of their IRR because

eligible to obtain finance; furthermore,

there is no other alternative.

the projects themselves become

Comparison among various IRRs brings

collateral for finance. Central bank's

about the role of cut-off rate without

role in providing guidelines about both

anyone of them becoming opportunity

of these two aspects will certainly be

cost of another project. Cut-off rate

appreciated by Islamic banks.

8. Removal of interest and all its
derivatives (i.e. lending on interest,
money market and speculation) from an
economy will lead Islamic banks to
finance investment projects through
PLS. The criteria to be used by such
banks are both profitability and
feasibility of the projects. Hence,
projects compete with each other on the
bases of their Internal Rates of Return
(IRR). However, the criterion used by a
potential investor is IRR of a specific
project. The role of the central bank in

After their feasibility and profitability

functions as a signal to show an

As long as there are unemployed

investor up to what point he should

factors of production suitable to be

invest and where to stop and select

utilized in investment, projects have to

another project. Interdependencies

be financed by Islamic banks no matter

among various investment projects

how much money is required to finance

produce cut-off rate the special

them. This gives appropriate apparatus

character and function of which differ

to materialize the assertion made by S.

from those of interest rate.

M . Bagher Sadr when he says; "Tools

determining arrays of IRRs for different

The reason, seems to the author, that we

of production are treated servants in

sectors and various activities is highly

often fail to distinguish between these

Islam and man the master". It is the

valuable in channelling resources into

two concepts is the interdependence

right of labour, in Islam, not to be kept

proper projects.

condition. Furthermore, choosing one,

unemployed.

Ranking IRRs in descending order, an
investor would first choose the project
with the highest IRR. However, the
rule, which seems appropriate in
choosing the amount to be invested, is
"cut-off rate". The maximum amount
one investor is willing to invest in a
project is determined by the IRR of the
next project whose value is almost
equivalent to the chosen project,
without it being "the opportunity cost"
of capital.
Cut-off rate, seems to me, has long
been mistakenly interpreted as
opportunity cost. In investment decision
making most of the times we are ~
dealing with the cut-off rate concept
(even in an interest based economic
system) but very rarely with
opportunity cost. In capitalistic system,
rate of interest is justifiably used as the
opportunity cost of capital. It is well
justified that interest rate is essentially
determined independently from the rate
of return in the real sector of the

IRR of one project as the opportunity
cost of another project in the same

Interest is a normative

activity (on the basis of the principle of

concept which can neither

next best alternative) will lead one to a
whole range of so-called opportunity

be proved nor refuted by

cost list, none of which have possibly

use of scientific tools of

the same value. Hence, different cost

analysis. It is a value

calculations in the same activity.

judgement. In evaluating

Whereas cut-off rates could be
numerous for many producers in the

an economic system,

same activity without making them run

economists are supposed

into any problem.

to take it for granted

In the absence of interest rate there is
nothing to compare IRR of an

In the final analysis, every piece of

investment project with. Therefore, we

bank note coming out of an Islamic

can conclude that in an Islamic

bank in response to financing an

economy opportunity cost of capital is

investment project can be called

zero. The foregoing statements were

Certificate of Asset Building (C.A.B.).

justified on the basis of economic logic;

These C.A.B.'s are appropriate both to

accountants do not seem to have any

production and household sectors.

reason to believe otherwise. One final

9. In dealing with various modes of

remark can be added to above
statements. Opportunity cost of capital
can also be used as the cut-off rate but
the reverse is not true.

contract. Islamic banks finance
profitable and appropriate projects.
Appropriateness of projects are
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expected to be determined by the

requires another paper, which IS

the heading of cost from neither of the

central bank; however, to determine

beyond the scope of this presentation.

two types of contracts provided that

which projects are more profitable to

However, to make sure that the

they have been financed by Islamic

finance is the task of each individual

guideline controlling the

banks. It is a fact that economists use

Islamic bank. Central bank's task is to

complementarity of the second type

these two valuable documents for

instruct Islamic banks to give priority to

contracts has properly been observed,

economic analysis and their own

those projects, which are more

the Islamic central bank is supposed to

interpretations without being able to

compatible with the country's economic

keep close eye on the contracts signed

adjust them on the basis of their own

plan (be it either explicit and written or

by each individual Islamic bank. I skip

interpretation of cost. Nevertheless,

unwritten and implicit).

going into the mechanism of how the

neither of the two professions

burden of risk can be lessened or even

(accounting and economics) can deny

eliminated; to determine the degree of

that the Islamic banks' share of profit

Islamic modes of contract can be
classified into two broad categories:

risk in different sectors and regions

paid by investors (i.e. financees) is in

1) Those with variable return and (2)

throughout the country. This is another

fact sort of dividend which is

with fixed return. Musharakah and

crucial task of an Islamic central bank.

essentially determined after all costs

Mudarabah contracts fall into the first

This will facilitate the task of Islamic

have been subtracted from revenue and

classification and Instalment Sales,

banks in determining the relative share

hence can no longer be considered cost.
To sum up the role of a central bank in

By preparing accurate information and
making t h e m available to the general public,

an Islamic state, we come up with six
different crucial functions to be
performed at different levels of
rigorousness:

central bank in Islamic banking system would

a) Active participation in the process of

be able to provide symmetric information and

preparing economic development plan.

prevent moral hazard, to a great extent.

b) Informing individual Islamic banks
about the priorities of investment
projects as outlined in the country's
economic development plan at different

Hire-Purchase, Joalah, and the like into

of their own profit vis-^-vis that of the

regions and various sectors.

the second one. Musharakah (i.e., PLS)

investor. This task not only is beyond

c) Calculating and submitting to Islamic

has well and rightly been recognized as

the capabilities of an individual Islamic

banks the profit shares of banks relative

the core of Islamic banking. In

bank, but also provides a uniform

to those of capital for different projects

Mudarabah contract labour has no

procedure for all Islamic banks for

at various regions and sectors.

responsibility as to any loss that may

various sectors, locating in different

d) Calculating and submitting to

occur provided that it had done its best.

regions of the country.

Islamic banks the value of risk involved

The second class of contracts may be

10. Whether an Islamic bank uses the

in different projects, different regions,

defined as auxiliary contracts, which

variable or fixed- rate-of-return

and various sectors of the country.

could be used in conjunction with and

contract, accountants are very keen

e) Constant inspection and supervision

after the first category has been utilized.

about costs that are supposed to be

to make sure that projects have properly

Risk is involved with the first type but

deducted from, total revenue.

been financed relative to the priorities

the second is risk less which is more

Accountants who are responsible to

and the value of risks.

appealing to Islamic banks. To reduce

approve and submit both balance sheets

or even to eliminate the burden of risk

and profit and loss statements to tax

from the shoulders of investors it

authorities do not accept anything under

12
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Note: To do all above functions

more equitable than otherwise. Such a

Nonetheless it seems that these two

effectively an Islamic central bank is

scheme of distribution guarantees

models, in the final analysis, converge.

supposed to be well equipped with

sustained economic development. The

He, in this respect, admits that "...it is

highly qualified personnel in portfolio

role of an Islamic central bank in a

to our best advantage to reduce the rate

and risk management and project

uniform distribution of information and

of interest to that point relatively to the

appraisal. This is also a must for each

prevention of moral hazard cannot be

schedule of the marginal efficiency of

individual Islamic bank,

overstated.

the capital at which there is full

f) After making sure that Islamic banks

Whether it is the Islamic banking or the

have concisely followed the central

realization of Keynes' expectation to

bank's instructions they can safely be
allowed to gradually reduce RRR down
to zero.

employment."
author is a Professor of Economics

reach full employment, it is yet to be

•'a University, Tehran. Iran

seen. In closing my presentation, I

uau iias abni written several hooks on

would like to cite what Keynes has to

Islamic Banking. His latest publication

Let me admit that monitoring cost in

say about this whole issue: " I f I am

'•Comparative Money and Banking in

Islamic banking compared to the

right in supposing it to be

conventional banking is relatively high.

comparatively easy to make capital

roccivcu

However, potential benefits as to its

goods so abundant that the marginal

Year" award in Iran.

effects on reducing unemployment and

efficiency of capital is zero, this may be

keeping prices constant over-shadow

the most sensible way of gradually

the cost. Most important, distribution of

getting rid of many of the objectionable

income and wealth is expected to be

features of capitalism."
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AL RAJHI
BANKING & INVESTMENT CORP.

www.alrajhi.com.sa
Financial Trends

2001 Financial & Business Analysis

Foreign Exchange Rate
31 Dec 2001:1 USD =3.75SR

"Another year of strong performance, with continued
growth in assets, product range and branch networit"

Total

Ownersliip and Legal Status

Al Rajhl Banking and Investment Corporation, Saudi Joint Stock Company was
formed pursuant to Royal Decree dated 3.11.1407H with the objectives to carry out
banking and investment activities inside and outside Saudi Arabia on Its own account
and behalf of others. At 31 December 2001, the Company had 373 branches (2000:
366), and 5,792 employees (2000: 5,556). Paid up share capital Is SR2,250 million,
comprising 45 million shares (unchanged from 2000).
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Business Highlights

-> Customer current accounts reached a total of SR 37.80 million at year-end, a
growth rate of 10% reflecting customer confidence and an Increased share of
banking sector business.
Return on shareholders' equity amounted to 23% (2000: 29%), with earnings per
share at SR 34.27 (2000: SR 42.22).
-> In the Treasury, investment revenues were adversely affected by weak market
conditions, but mitigated by a strategy to increase average asset life and diversify
investment risk.
On the International Banking side, emphasis has been on diversification of
revenue sources, including Saudi export business, and enhancement of the
correspondent-banking network by adding 10 new relationships. The Saudi
Umrah & Haji Card was introduced as a facility for pilgrims.
On the Banking and Electronic Services side, 13 new branches were added,
bring the total to 375, while the ladies network was incremented by 14 sections,
to a total of 81. 120 new ATMs were installed, bring the total to 706, with
additional sen/ices added to include cash deposits, foreign currency withdrawal,
transfers between accounts etc.
A telephone, Internet and WAP center was established
On the Investment and Private Banking side, total investments in mutual funds
and Murabaha have almost doubled in the past two years. Three new funds were
launched (Al Rajhi European Fund, Children's Fund and Ladies Fund) bringing
the total to 13.
Al Rajhi Local Shares Fund, focusing on investments in local companies
(cement, real estate and gas) achieved the best performance amoung all local
trading funds in 2001. Growth for the year was 40.39%

lllllll

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001

The Year in Brief

Net income for the year decreased by 18.8% or SR 358 million to SR 1.54 billion
(USD 411 million) (2000: SD 1.90 billion = USD 507 million). Earnings per share after
zakat were SR 34.27 (2000: SR 42.22). Total shareholder equity Increased by SR
243 million or 3.76% to SR 6.72 billion (2000: SR 6.47 billion). Recommended
dividend for the year was SR 1.26 billion or SR 28 per share (unchanged from 2000).
On the Balance Sheet, total assets were SR 3.06 billion or 6.29% higher at SR 51.74
billion (2000: SR 48.68 billion). Within this sum, total investments were 7.18% or SR
2.86 billion higher at SR 42.65 billion (2000: SR 39.79 billion), while cash and
precious metals decreased by SR 71 million or 34.8% to SR 21.33 billion (2000: SR
2.04 billion. Total Liabilities increased by SR 2.82 billion or 6.68% to SR 45.02 billion
(2000: SR 42.20 billion). Within this sum, current accounts increased by SR 3.36
billion or 9.76% to SR 37.80 billion (2000: SR 34.44 billion). Core capital adequacy
ratio was 24.9% (2000: 27%) while core capital plus supplementary capital ratio was
also 24.9% (2000: 30%).
Total operating Income decreased by SR 196 million or 5.27% to SR 3.52 billion
(2000: SR 3.72 billion). Within this total, income from investments was flat at SR 2.96
billion (2000: SR 3.06 billion), with decreases in Mutajara (down SR 157 million or
9.02% to SR 1.58 billion); and Mutajara by wakala (down SR 234 million or 66% to
SR 122 million) and an increase in instalment sales of SR 354 million or 253% to SR
586 million. Total expenses were SR 163 million or 8.97% higher at SR 1.98 billion
(2000: SR 1.82 billion). Of this increase, SR 54 million related to increased provisions
for doubtful accounts, up 7.61 % at SR 772 million (2000: SR 717 million). Total
expenses as a percentage of total income were 56.23% (2000: 48.9%).
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Financial Trends

ISLAMIC D E V E L O P M E N T BANK

Foreign Exchange Rate
25 March 2 0 0 1 :
1 Islamic Dinar (ID) = 1 SDR
1 SDR = 1.269 USD

Financial & Business Analysis
For year to 25 March 2001 (1421H)

"A productive year, witti total financing approvals of
US$2.6 biilion, up over 40% from previous year"

Approved Project Financings

mil

Ownership and Legal Status

The Islamic Development Bank is an international financial institution established in
December 1993 with the purpose of fostering economic development and social
progress of member countries and Muslim communities in accordance with Shari'a
law.
The Bank participates in equity capital and grant loans, provides financial assistance
for economic and social development and operates special funds for specific
purposes. Subscribed capital is 4 billion Islamic Dinars. The principal office is in
Jeddah, with three regional offices in Rabat, Morocco; Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia and
Almaty, Kazakhstan. At year-end, 53 countries were members.
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The Year in Brief

Net income for the year was ID5.65 million or 7.8% higher at ID77.65 million
(US$98.54 million) (2000/1420H: ID72 million). Members' Funds increased by ID154
million or 4.41% to ID3.65 billion (US$4.63 billion) (2000/1420H: ID3.496 billion).
Project approvals from ordinary capital resources increased by 29% from 1D1.22
billion in 2000 to ID1.57 billion.
Of the total ID1.57 billion approved for operations financing, ID0.64 billion was for
Ordinary Project Operations and ID0.93 billion for Import Trade Financing Operations.
Total repayments amounted to ID620 million (2000/1420H: ID375 million) of which
ID494 million was for foreign trade and ID126 million was for ordinary operations. At
year -end, overdue amounts (after re-scheduling) totalled ID114 million.
At year-end, total liquid funds of ID1.43 billion were placed In International financial
markets and in IDB member countries. Of this total, ID1.105 billion was placed in
Shari'a compatible investments, ID292 million was placed in deposit, call and current
accounts, ID26.94 million with the central banks of member countries and ID9.6
million in lease participation pools. The net return on Shari'a placements was 5.2%.
Total expenses and provisions were ID5.0 million or 7.35% higher at ID73 million
(2000/1420H: ID68 million). Of this total, staff and administrative expenses were
ID3.5 million or 8.64% higher at ID44.00 million (2000/1420H: ID40.5 million).
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Business Highlights

Financing operations are divided into three broad categories: (I) Project
financing and technical assistance operations; (11) trade financing operations
and (ill) Waqf fund operations. However, the IDB has taken a number of
initiatives to expand its operational base to include the private sector, such
as the Islamic Corporation for Private Sector Development and the
Infrastructure Fund.
-> Total approvals for project financing, technical assistance, Waqf fund and
trade financing amounted to ID1.97 billion (2000/1420H: ID1.4 billion).
—> Global approvals comprised 82 projects worth about ID630 million and thirty
technical assistance operations totalling ID9.84 million. (2000/1420H: ID723
million for 112 operations). Forty countries benefited from these financings
(including one non-member country and excluding regional organisations).
(2000/1420H: 43). Of these, 18 were least developed member countries.
-> 47 special operations total ID10.51 million were financed from the Waqf fund
(2000/1420H: 58 total ID22.36 million).
115 trade financing operations totalling ID1.324 billion were approved
(2000/1420H: 59 operations totalling ID644 million) - nearly a two-fold
increase. Such operations include (a) import trade financing operations, (b)
operations from the export financing scheme, (c) financings by the Islamic
Banks Portfolio for Investment and Development and (d) trade financed by
the Unit Investment Fund.
Improvements to the IDB's operations policies and procedures included
those relating to (1) enhancing the competitiveness of the Bank's financing;
(11) reducing cancellations; (ill) ensuring quality at entry (and paying more
attention to projects in the pipeline); (iv) increasing the rate of disbursements
(and thus increased pace of project implementation) and (v) improving the
follow-up and supervision of projects in the field.
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Documentation
of
Islamic Banking
Products
Conference & WorkshoD

i7th-i8th
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Landmark Hotel Marylebone Road London NW1
islamic Finance - a practical approach

Organised by The Institute of Islamic Banking & Insurance (IIBI) &
Islamic Development Bank (IDB)
An international gathering of eminent Islamic finance specialists
A h m a d M o h a m e d Ali; M a b i d A l i al-Jarhi; Paul Mills; M o h a m e d A l i EI-Gari;Toby Fiennes; Sarali G o o d e n ;
Atif A A b d u l m a l i k ; A d n a n Al Bahar;Anas Zarqa;Abdin Salama; Isam Salah;Anwar Khalifah Al Sadah;
M o h a m m a d Razif A b d u l Kadir, R o d n e y W i l s o n ; A b b a s M i r a k h o r ; Iqbal K h a n ; G u l l a m H u s a i n Yusuf;
M o h a m e d El F a t e h H a m i d ; R a f e H a n e e f ; A u s t e n E H a l l ; H a b i b A h m e d ; S t e l l a C o x ; D u n c a n S m i t h

y to evaluate the salient issues in the preparation
of documentation for Islamic financial products
to identify pertinent issues and outline specific
solutions
to facilitate dialogue between eminent Islamic
financial specialists and the international finance
community
to attract both experienced practitioners and new
entrants to Islamic finance

IICG (Bahamas) L t d vs S y m p h o n y G e m s

The first landmark case brought before an English
High Court concerning a Murabahah financing
agreement governed by English law.

Shariah concerns:
essential requirements for
major contracts
•/ Concerns of Regulating Authorities
•/ Basic Shariah: essential and flexibilities in designing financial products
s/ Reconciling different interpretations of Islamic
Law and standardizing financial products
V/ Assessment of risks in Islamic banking (leasing/
trading based products, Istisna & Salam products)
</ Risk management through documentation (leasing based products, trading based products,
istisna & Salam products)
V Operational aspects of documentation

For f u r t h e r information s registration contact

The worl<shop component has been organised in the
form of an interactive seminar. Participants will be
split up into groups. Group monitors will have their
respective groups identify products currently offered
and contracts that can be adapted and applied to
Islamic products.

Nasr-Eldin Ayoub-Bey Conference Director
Institute of Islamic Banking & Insurance
16 Grosvenor Crescent, London SWIX 7EP
tel; +44 (0) 207 245 0404
fax: +44 (0) 207 245 9769
email: info@islamicconferences.com
www.islamicconferences.com
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BAHRAIN
Diversity the 'Need of The
Hour' for Islamic Banks
Islamic banks are being challenged to
diversify and develop new sources of

The new branch, also to be located in

"The importance of the board in setting

central Manama, will specialise in retail

a clear strategy for an organisation is

banking, non-resident Indian (NRI)

now widely recognised."

services and card services, said the

Dr. Ateeq also said that BMA has

bank's Bahrain branch chief executive

recommended a number of standards,
including requiring audit partner

Pierre Wolmarans.

revenue rather than simply competing

The move follows the recent debut of

on price against each other in a narrow

the bank in Bahrain, following its

range of products.

acquisition of ABN AMRO Bank

It is "the need of the hour i f our

directors and senior managers to be "fit

operations.

and proper".

As a result of the acquisition, the bank

Abdulmalik, Chief Executive Officer of

offers full-fledged banking services in

the First Islamic Investment Bank, Bahrain.

Bahrain, including retail, corporate,

the industry to unlock greater funds and

product in an Islamically acceptable
manner, not only are we conducting our
business in accordance with Islam but
also, from a business point of view,
differentiating ourselves and carving
out a niche in the wider, extremely
competitive financial services industry."
The Islamic finance market worldwide
is worth an estimated US$200 billion
and growing at 15 per cent a year. The

He says the B M A has also issued two
circulars outlining its expectations in
the area of governance of systems and

structured, treasury and Islamic

controls.

financial services.

Dr Ateeq emphasised that at the

forge for itself a major niche market.
He further added " I f we structure a

lending to directors and other
concerned parties, and requiring

industry is to grow," says Atif A.

Abdulmalik underlines the potential of

rotation every five years, limiting

national level, the importance of

Transparency Vital
for Economic Growth

effective corporate governance has been
shown by research suggesting that it

Proper transparent management is vital

can enhance the attractiveness of

for confidence in Bahrain's industry

inward investment and can lower the

and economy, says Bahrain Monetary

cost of capital.

Agency (BMA) executive director
(banking control) Dr Khalid Abdulla

"To state the obvious, investors are

Ateeq.

more likely to invest i f they are
confident that their interests will be

"We have always viewed effective

protected," he added.

controls as critically important because
it enables problems to be prevented," he

"Effective governance and

told delegates at the Corporate

accountability is essential here i f

Governance and Transparency

Bahrain is to continue developing and

exhibition and conference at the

diversifying its economy."

Bahrain Conference Centre, in Bahrain.

Dr Ateeq revealed that BMA was also

"Good governance ensures effective

developing new information and a

controls through improved

regulatory framework for Islamic

A second Forum takes place in Geneva,

accountability and transparency."

banks.

Switzerland, next month with an

The two-day event was organised by

"The need for clear reporting lines and

equally controversial agenda tackling

the Bahrain Accountants Association in

delegated responsibilities is being

head-on the major challenges facing the

co-operation with the International

emphasised, as is the need for a

industry.

Centre Bahrain.

proactive board with an effective audit

ten largest Muslim states also have a
combined GDP of US$1.2 trillion and
there are 150 million Muslims living in
non-Islamic countries, demonstrating
the sector's phenomenal potential for
further growth.

BMA is not alone in its view, continued

BankMuscat to Open
Second Bahrain Branch
Oman's largest commercial bank,
BankMuscat is set to open a second
branch in Bahrain within the next three

executive directors," he said.

Dr. Ateeq. " A key development in
recent years in the evolution of banking
supervision internationally has been the
growing attention paid to governance
issues," he explained.

committee wholly composed of nonDr Ateeq says BMA will shortly be
initiating a comprehensive internal
review of these requirements to see
where they need to be updated and
revised. "In doing so, it will build on

months.
N e w H o r i z o n June 2002
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broader corporate governance

Speaking on the occasion, FBCCI

in these institutions to discuss the two

requirements contained in company law

president Yussuf Abdullah Harun urged

Takaful programmes in order to

and in the Bahrain Stock Exchange

IDB to help develop direct private

encourage students' participation in

listing requirements," he added.

sector involvement in development.

schemes, its chief executive officer,

The FBCCI president said the private

Datuk Mohd Fadzli Yusof, said.

sector was now in the driving seat and

The Takaful plans, however, are not

the government was playing the role of

restricted to students of higher

facilitator. In Bangladesh 95 per cent of

institutions but open to all, he told

the export is handled by the private

reporters after the signing of a

sector, he said.

memorandum of understanding for the

BANGLADESH
Islamic Development Bank
Keen to Finance
Bangladeshi Banks
Vice President, Operations of Islamic
Development Bank (IDB) and former
Prime Minister of the Republic of Niger
Dr. Amadou Boubachar Cisse said IDB
was keen to finance Bangladeshi banks
for infrastructure development.

launch of the two plans at Institut

IRAN

Teknologi Ibnu Sina (INTIS) in Kuala
Lumpur.

U A E Banks to Set Up
Representative Offices
in Iran

Under the memorandum, 400 INTIS
students will participate in the two
Takaful programmes with a payment of

Dr. Cisse, who headed a visiting four-

National Bank of Dubai (NBD) and

RM35 per month. The payment would

member IDB delegation, said this at a

Dubai Islamic Bank (DIB) are setting

be deducted from the students'

discussion meeting with the leaders of

up their representative offices in the

scholarships. "The students could also

the Federation of Bangladesh Chambers

Islamic republic.

continue with the plans after they have

of Commerce and Industries (FBCCI).
Director of IDB Dr Tarek El Reedy
made a presentation during the talks on
"Utilisation of IDB's Line of
Financing." Additional Secretary of the
ERD Sayef Uddin also spoke on the
occasion.
Dr. Cisse said IDB had a $1.5 billion
fund for infrastructure development in
Muslim countries.

NBD recently received approval to
operate a representative office in
Tehran. DIB is still in negotiations with
the Iranian central bank to get a similar
approval.

participant suffers from any one of the

and non-government investment in

36 critical illnesses such as heart attack,

Iran," said Walid El Masri, NBD

stroke and others.

within a few days.

private/public sector entrepreneurs for

MALAYSIA

enterprises SMEs or BMRE of existing

industrial projects preferably import
substitute/export oriented projects and
infrastructure projects would be eligible
for financing.

18
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In the meantime, the Health Takaful
benefit payment in the event that a

NDFls/lslamic Banks for lending to

Dr. Tarek said industrial and agro-

accidents, including hospital benefits.

feasibilities and options for government

spokesman. A DIB official said they are

(SMEs) in Shariah compatible sectors.

cash benefits in the event of any

investment, we will study the

closing a deal with Iranian central bank

finance small and medium enterprises

long-term savings plan that includes

Plan is a savings plan that includes cash

said IDB approves lines of financing to

units. He said the lines must be used to

The Workers Fund Takaful Plan is a

"As there are a lot of opportunities for

Dr. Tarek El Reedy in his presentation

establishment of small and medium

completed their studies," Fadzli said.

Takaful to Launch Plans for
Students in Higher
Institutions

The scope of coverage under the
Takaful plans also includes death,
permanent disability, personal accident,
funeral expenses, hospital benefits and
cash withdrawals.

Syarikat Takaful Malaysia Bhd plans to

Standard Chartered
Unveils Easy Financing
islamic Scheme

introduce its recently launched Workers

Standard Chartered Bank Malaysia

Fund Takaful Plan and Health Takaful

Berhad (Stanchart) has introduced a

Plan to students in higher institutions.

new financing scheme based on Islamic

To realise the plans, the company

principles called "Easy Financing".

expects to meet up with the authorities

Stanchart said in a statement that it was

Rabi-ul-Thani 1423
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the only bank to offer such a financing

maturity profile of their assets,

based banking and financing products

scheme that required no collateral or

liabilities and off-balance sheet

through their 2,200 branches

guarantors.

commitments in a series of maturity

nationwide.

The Al-Murabahah principle refers to
the sale and purchase contract for the
financing of a product or service where
the mark-up costs are made known upfront and agreed to by all parties.
Categories of such products or services
include home furnishings, electrical
items and travel holiday Umrah
packages. The scheme is available
nationwide from 16 of the bank's panel
of merchants, among others, OSIM,
Cellini Design and Acer.

ladders to enable them to forecast their
future liquidity surplus and shortfall. To
ensure that there is sufficient liquidity
to meet their obligations, discount
houses will be required to maintain, as
a minimum standard, adequate liquidity
surplus not only to meet expected

registered rapid growth from RM2.1bil
in 1994, when it was established, to
RM301.9bil at December last year. Said
Mr. Rustam.

PAKISTAN

obligations but also to sustain
unexpected withdrawals of funds for at
least one month. Prior to the
implementation of the framework, the

National Bank to
Introduce Islamic Banking

discount houses were not subject to any

The National Bank of Pakistan has

liquidity requirements.

established a new department to introduce
Islamic banking system in the country.

Under the scheme, the selling price
(total financed amount) will be divided

The local Islamic money market had

No other fees will be imputed into the

Islamic Banking
System Deposits
Increase to RM40.2bil

said monthly instalment amount. The

Deposits and financing of Malaysia's

minimum amount of financing is RM3,

NBP is seeking professional guidance

Islamic banking system reached

000 while the maximum is RM25, 000.

of Justice Taqi Usmani in this regard to

RM40.2bil and RM22.7bil respectively

Tenure for the scheme can vary

introduce this system.

at March 31 this year, said Bank Negara

between 12 months and 36 months.

senior manager for Islamic banking and

Sources said that the NBP has also

Takaful department Mr. Rustam Mohd Idris.

decided to retrench no more employees

into equal monthly instalments as
offered to and agreed by the customer.

The department is conducting research
over the implementation of the Islamic
banking system properly in accordance
with the modern requirements. The

in fumre after completion of this process.

New Liquidity Framework
for the Discount Houses

He said the assets of the country's
Islamic banking system had also

The bank management is also

reached RM50.4bil at end-March.

reviewing the plan to cancel the weekly

As part of its continuous effort to
enhance the framework for prudential

At the end of last year. Islamic-based

of its branches to facilitate public for

regulation within the financial sector,

deposits and financing stood at

receiving utility bills.

Bank Negara Malaysia (BNM) has

RM35.9bil and RM20.9bil respectively,

extended the implementation of the

while the Islamic banking system's

At present 200 NBP branches are in

liquidity framework to the discount

assets stood at RM47.1bil.

busy for receiving utility bills

houses industry. Effective from 1 June

Mr. Rustam said at the "Islamic

2002, the implementation of the

banking and finance in the era of

framework is to instil good liquidity

globalisation" seminar in Kuala

management and to enhance the

Lumpur that there were 627 (78%)

capability of discount houses to manage

halal counters on the KLSE at April 27.

holiday on Sunday and keep open some

Conference on Islamic
Banking a Great Success

liquidity risk. It is important for their

He also said nine commercial banks,

risk management capability to be

eight finance firms, five merchant

upgraded over time to be at par with

banks, four foreign banks and seven

best market practices and those that are

discount houses were offering Islamic

Justice Muhammad Taqi Usmani,
Chairman, Centre for Islamic
Economics, said that "The International
Conference on Islamic Banking and
Finance" was a great success and hoped
that fullest efforts would be made for

adopted by other financial institutions.

banking products in the country.

Under the liquidity framework, discount

He further added that these financial

houses will be required to project the

institutions were offering 30 Islamic-

the eradication of 'Riba' from the
Muslim society.

N e w H o r i z o n June 2002
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He said that that Riba is a curse and all

Sheikh Yaqubi, also suggested that the

economy of Islamic countries on the

Muslims must contribute towards

Muslim world should make special

Islamic solid base. The aim of the

eliminating it in accordance with the

arrangements for educating their

research should focus on studying,

injunctions of the Holy Qur'aan.

scholars in modem banking. They

analyzing and originating the Islamic

However, he made it crystal clear that

should also work for developing the

context of the case study. The center

expecting overnight results would

concept of 'Takaful' (Islamic

will only support research and studies

amount to living in a fool's paradise.

Insurance), which was gaining wide

dealing with the following areas:

Justice Usmani also said it will be done
gradually and the measures, as

acceptance in the international financial

transactions (dealings) Figh, economy,

community.

financing, accounting, and
management.

enunciated by the SBP Governor, were
"most satisfying". The Centre for
Islamic Economics would be glad to
assist the SBP, CBR or any other
department for the eradication of this

SAUDI A R A B I A
Program for Research
Grants in Islamic Economics

United Arab Emirates
Dubai Islamic Banks
Launches Call Centre

social curse, he added. The Centre will

A l Rajhi Banking & Investment Corp.

hold courses in this behalf and educate

has launched a program for research

The world's first Islamic bank, Dubai

people so that the Divine Law could be

grants in Islamic Economics. The

Islamic Bank (DIB), has launched a call

implemented in the soonest possible time.

program's goal is to encourage original

centre, A l Islami A l Mubasher, to give

research in this vital field of

advanced phone banking service round-

International Conference
Calls for Islamic Banking

knowledge, leading to better

the-clock everyday. The slogan for the

performance of Islamic financial

new service, "The easiest and most

institutions in particular, as well as

convenient way of banking", amply

Sheikh Nizam Yaqubi of Global

economies of Islamic societies in

reflects the facility.

Security, Kuwait, has urged the Muslim

general. Each grant amounts to 12000

During the launch. Dr. Moham-med

world to adopt Islamic banking and

(twelve thousand) Riyals, and will be

Khalfan bin Kharbash, the UAE

finance for making big strides in the

paid upon acceptance of the research by

Minister of State for Financial and

field as it was free from 'Riba'.

competent referees. The program is

Industrial Affairs and Chairman of DIB,

Speaking at the "International

hosted by the Center of Research &

said the bank would launch Internet

Conference on Islamic Banking and

Development within the Shari'ah Group.

banking services next month.

With the growing concern over Islamic

Customers will be able to get details of

economy and need for research and

personal account transactions, utility

studies, and in view of the RBIC

bill payments, fund transfers,

pioneering position on Islamic banking,

information on all DIB products and

the RBIC Research and Development

services, and Islamic financing, in

Center has adopted a program of

addition to feedback and suggestions.

Finance" held under the aegis of the
Centre for Islamic Economics in
Karachi, Mr. Yaqubi said that for this
purpose the Islamic banks have to
develop the concepts of 'Musharakah'
and 'Modaraba' and later practice it
more aggressively.

research scholarships on Islamic economy.
The minister said DIB will launch

In this connection, he called for the
adoption of new financing policies to
encourage development and support for
the small-scale traders. Sheikh Yaqubi
said they have to develop the Islamic
liquidity management and Islamic
money market. Overall, he said they
have to improve their services to be
competitive with the best in the market.

Dr. Sami Al-Swailim Director of

advanced banking products and

Research and Development Center, said

financial services in its pursuit of

the program was aimed at supporting

leadership and excellence with the aim

scientific research on Islamic economy,

of providing customer satisfaction

encouraging qualified and concerned

through speedy transactions at

researchers thus enrichment of Islamic

convenient timing to suit their lifestyle,

library by outstanding research and

while adhering strictly to the principles

studies on this area. It also aims at

of financial transaction according

developing Islamic financial institutions

to Shariah.

and participation in establishment of
20
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Name
Business Group
m

BANGLADESH
who are i n

Corporate Office
7 Dhanmondi, Road No 2, Dhaka 1205, Bangladesh
Phones: (880)-2-861891,868220 Fax: (8801-2-863470,867647
Internet: http://www.beximco.net email: beximchq@bol-online.com

textiles
chemicals
ceramics
real estate
jute
trading
marine food
media

When you have a vision In the world of Islamic
Investment, others cannot keep up with you.

Al-Tawfeek Company
For investment Funds Limited

Dallah Tower, Palestine St.. P.O. Box 6854, Jeddah 21452, Saudi Arabia
Tel.: (966-2) 6710000 Fax; (966-2) 6719020
www.altawfeek.com

Our objective is to search out the best international
investment oportunities for our customers and then
select just those that can be verified as compatible
with Shariah Law.
We then take the most advanced banking systems
and technologies in the world and adapt them for use
with Islamic Investment instruments. The result is a
level of service that we believe matches anything in
the industry has to offer

I

